
Anticipating the Future 
Notes from the President 

My first statement is a truth 
recently told to me. I confirm its 
accuracy at the end of this my 

first column. 

I am often asked what is my grand plan 
for our Society. The answer presup~ 
poses a vision of what the Society is 
trying to do. Our charter states that our 
mission "is to foster the study of inter~ 
national law and to promote the estab~ 
Iishment and maintenance of 
international relations on the basis of 
law and justice." I have a different, yet 
complementary, vision: The task of ASIL 
is to bring the excellence of its mem~ 
bers and society to bear on the most 
pressing problems of the day. And for 
me that means that we need to be 
guided by five principles . 

But before getting to the principles, let 
me point out the underlying cha llenge. 
We do not know specifica lly what the 
most pressing problems of the day wi ll 
be. So how can we prepare? Well, we do 
know a number of things about the 
nature and shape of these problems 
even if we do not know what they are 
specifica lly We know, for example, the 
problem may develop and grow quickly 
and that our response need be timely. 

We also know that 
problems tend to 
persist and that fol~ 
low through is 
needed to bring 
about change. We 
know that although 
many problems 
seem to appear out 
of nowhere, they 
may be see,n well in 
advance. We also 
know that solutions will be'difficult to 
devise, that incentives may point in 
exact ly the wrong direction, and that 
the diagnosis of what is even the right 
or wrong direction will be difficult to 
agree upon. 

So I suggest five principles to guide us 
in thinking about our Society and a 
future that most surely will surprise us. 

First, Strengtnen and Trust in our Members: 
We are a Learned Society 

It is the excellence of members, some~ 
times in groups, most often individually, 
that may make a difference. The 
answers will not come from ASIL, but 
ASIL as a learned society can bring its 
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members together to develop and 
strengthen one another as scholars, 
policy-makers, and counsel. Much of 
what ASIL does acts on this prinCiple. 
And to strengthen our members means 
also that we need build a membership 
that includes the promising minds of 
this generation and the next. To do so, 
we must be a Society accessible to 
those with disabil ities and to those with 
less income. To do so, we need to con
tinue cultivating our next generation of 
leaders who most likely are our students 
and young associates. 

Second, Be Capable of Amplifying 
tFte Ins igFtts of Our Members 

Likely apparent to all of us is the simple 
truth that ideas and scholarly insights 
are not enough necessari ly to bring 
about change. Ideas need to be dissem-

. ina ted and explained, numerous t imes 
in numerous places. Our Society since 
its inception has amplified the voice of 
its members. The means of amplifica
tion have grown with time. The American 
Journal of International Law and our Annual 
Meeting now have added to them elec
tronic publications such as ASIL InsigFtts 
reaching thousands. In recent years, 
briefings for congressional staff mem
bers and independent task force papers 

have been added. Timeliness with suc
cinct, persuasive recommendations 
building on the finest scholarship will 
yield the impact needed. 

TFtird, Maintain Our Reputation for 
Excellence and NonpartisansFtip 

In a nation where virtually all organiza
tions have taken a stand, it becomes 
increasingly difficult to have confidence 
in what you read. Conversely, if there is 
the belief that the work of a particular 
organization is both excellent and pos
sessing of integrity, then that organiza
t ion has something invaluable. ASIL has 
earned its reputation of excellence and 
integrity over a century of hard work, 
and it is priceless. 

FourtFt, ReacFt Out to Develop Partners 

The reality is that our Society alone is 
unlikely to make a dent in the most 
pressing problems of the day. Moreover, 
in all li kelihood, law is only a necessary, 
but not sufficient, condition for 
addressing such issues. It will take the 
efforts of many who already have devel
oped a basis for partnering. Our 
Society is developing more formal part
nerships with law schools and law firms. 
This initiative is very welcome and 
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important in my view. And the Society 
also reaches out and Simultaneously 
adds to the expertise of the judiciary 
and the media. We do not know what 
the problems of some future day will be 
specifically, but it is clear that partners 
will be needed . 

FiftFt, Build a Community of RelationsFtips 

In three years' time, I would love to see 
all members have their own page on the 
ASIL website that they can manage. Yet 
that is not enough, because I am also 
struck that in a world of ever-increasing 
electronic connectedness, the letter of 
recommendation from someone who 
knows the individual is still key. The 
internet allows more connections and 
strengthens ASIL, but our members will 
be a community through relationships 
begun when listening to a panel and 
nourished in conversations in a hallway. 
In three years' time, I look forward to 
continued annual meetings where our 
relationships are renewed and would 
love most to see twice annual dinners 
of members in cities around the coun
try, all of this continuing the tradition of 
a Society of relationships. 

Lucy was truthful when she said this is a 
great job. 

David Caron 


